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Louis Vuitton, Chanel look toward 2014
in January Vogue
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By JEN KING

Louis Vuitton, Chanel and Dior were among the fashion houses promoting apparel in the
January 2014 issue of Condé Nast’s Vogue as readers begin to change their wardrobes for
the new year ahead.

With the end of the holiday season, luxury marketers looked to Vogue to promote pieces
from current collections to fit into one of the issue’s major themes, “Chang[ing] It Up
2014.” Placing ads that can be interpreted as ideal self-purchasing items is best done after
the holidays when readers have received gifts but are looking for a clean slate to start
2014.

"I think intuitively many would think that January is not a beneficial month for advertising
because consumers are coming out of holiday spending and potential debt," said
Courtney Albert, management consultant for The Parker Avery Group, Atlanta. "However,
there are still a couple of opportunities that retailers can take advantage of, especially
those aligned with beauty, health and wellness or  travel; thinking again, consumers are
positioned for new year resolutions, new starts and beginning to look for other locales
without cold and snow.

"The bigger opportunity for retailers, even those that do not fall into the aforementioned
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categories, is  to get one step ahead in their strategic marketing efforts," she said. "This
means possibility experimenting with new approaches or promoting lesser known brands
or offerings because their competitors have opted to repeat pre-holiday campaigns or not
to be featured at all."

Ms. Albert is  not affiliated with Vogue, but agreed to comment as an industry expert.

Vogue, which did not respond by press deadline, has a total average circulation of
1,222,323 readers with a median household income of $69,447.

Kick-starter
January’s Vogue magazine featured actress Cate Blanchett on the cover where she is
quoted saying, “I’m standing on the brink of something exciting.” Ms. Blanchett’s quote
aligns with the issue’s overall stance of “kick-start[ing] your style” with the “bold, bright
looks for the year ahead.”

The 142-page issue began with an inside front cover advertisement from Louis Vuitton.
The ad is part of the fashion house’s larger “L’Invitation au Voyage - Venice” campaign
and is optimized for the Louis Vuitton Pass application where readers can scan the image
to reveal exclusive content.

Louis Vuitton ad

Louis Vuitton was followed by front-of-the-book ads from Chanel, Dior, Gucci and a new
spring/summer 2014 campaign from Marc Jacobs photographed by photographer Juergen
Teller. Additional ads were seen from Estée Lauder’s Clinique, Rolex and Lancôme.
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Marc Jacobs spring/summer campaign

Although the issue looked toward the new year, Cartier aimed for last-minute holiday
shoppers with its Paris Nouvelle Vague holiday campaign. The continued Winter Tales ad,
opposite the table of contents, featured a young panther cub investigating a wrapped
Cartier box and ring in front of a glittering Christmas tree.

Cartier holiday campaign

In between the pages of the table of contents, Versace placed a two-page ad from its
recent print campaign with pop star Lady Gaga.
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Lady Gaga for Versace

After the table of contents one-page campaigns from Prada, Bottega Veneta and Lexus’ ES
model were seen.

Other brands such as Brahmin and La Perla took a multi-page approach. Brahmin placed
a four-page ad on higher-quality paper to differentiate itself from competitors, while the
Italian lingerie brand La Perla included dual two-page spreads.

La Perla ad

La Mer promoted its new Lifting Contour serum on the inside front cover of the January
issue.
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La Mer ad

The January issue also featured articles about actor Idris Elba who played Nelson
Mandela in the late South African president’s biographical film, a couple’s story on an
“epic” adoption process, what the change in seasons will mean for eye makeup trends
and a photoshoot with models Liya Kebede and Imaan Hammam photographed wearing
tropical prints alongside actor Oscar Isaac.

Post-holiday rush
A publication can help maintain interest in shopping after the holiday season has come
and gone.

For example, Chanel, Dior, Louis Vuitton and other luxury marketers aimed for post-
holiday shoppers through the January 2013 issue of Condé Nast’s Vogue magazine.

Luxury marketers such as Louis Vuitton, Marc Jacobs, Brahmin, Bottega Veneta, Roberto
Cavali, Van Cleef & Arpels, Lancôme and others took up the advertising pages in the 130-
page issue of the January Vogue. The marketers in the January issue are likely luring
affluent consumers to spend gift cards or to make post-holiday purchases for the new year
(see story).

This year, Condé Nast-owned Vanity Fair also took a similar approach to its post-holiday
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issue.

Louis Vuitton, Gucci and Dior looked to Vanity Fair’s January 2014 issue in a final attempt
to promote current collections as the holiday shopping season comes to an end.

On the publication’s January cover actress Amy Adams held a gold ornament, while the
publication’s red logo was adorned with snowflake polka-dots giving the issue a hint of
holiday flavor (see story).

Promoting a new collection in a January issue supports the readers' want of starting fresh
in the new year.

"Even though the attention level from consumers has vastly decreased compared to the
holiday season, brands can still present new campaigns and ideally get first and more
short-term impressions than competing brands," Ms. Albert said.

"January ads can help to increase post-holiday sales if they appeal to the shift in mindset
of the consumer," she said. "For example, this could mean focusing on the 'new you' or
'time for a change'-based messaging."

Final Take
Jen King, editorial assistant on Luxury Daily, New York
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